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The Research on Optimization of DPSK Errors Propagation

Wang Mukun, Xu Bingxing, Zhou Tingxiag
Harbin Institute of Technology

Abstract: This paper put its focus on the errors propagation given by Differential phase
shift keying (DPSK below) in industrial telemetering systems. There is analytical,
comparative and calculative work about DPSK signals formed with different encoding
moduses and about their errors propagation after demodulation.

1.  Introduction

In industrial telemetering systems telemetered information is usually transmitted by
modem over voice channels of Super High Frequency. To raise velocity of information
transmission 4DPSK is often programmed. It is well-known, that the extraction of
demodulator coherent carriers produces two possible phases 0 or B, when an absolute
phase modulation is uses. And this causes the received code elements to be possible
values of two kinds, which is called the phase ambiguity. But the problem of the phase
ambiguity can be solved with the application of DPSK, in which the differential encoder
and decoder and etc. are introduced. Without such code translation errors at any digit
give their influence only to their own position, but in conformity with such code
translation errors at any digit will influence not only upon their own isolated position. The
phenomenon of such influence mentioned just now is defined as error propagation.
Therefore, to analyse the error propagation in the DPSK system is very important not only
for designs of systematical norms, but also for determination of code translation
programs.

2.  The Logical Dependence in Differential Decoding

It is known, the four numerical values, obtained for the carrier phases oi quadriphase-
shift keying signals, are N  +0, N  +90, N  +180 and N   +270, where N   is the initial0  0  0   0    0

reference phase. Therefore carrier phases can be expressed by the four-digit system,
whose unchangeable correspondent order is 0, 1, 2, 3. In this case it is required to change
the input data of the binary system into the fourdigit one. In doing so, it is necessary to
group binary numerical data by double bits, each of which is called a dibit code element.
As a result, there are four kinds of combination obtained, 00, 01, 10, 11, where the first
bit is expressed by A , and the second by B . N   is identified with a fixed value ini      i  0

quadriphase-shift keying signals, neverteless, in differential quadriphase-shift keying



signals N   is an unfixed one. That is, the value of N   is taken according to the procesure0           0

for the following four-digit code element to refer to the ending phase of the preceding
code element. In this case information is suggested by the value difference between the
two proximate code elements. The correspondent relation between four-digit numerals
and dibit code elements is classified as the logic of natural codes and the logic of cyclic
codes. The phase logic of 4 DPSK is given in Table 1, where S  stands for absolutei

natural codes of four-digit system and it can he changed into D , the relativistic codes ofi

four-digit system after differential encoding. But S  stands for absolute cyclic codes ofgi

four-digit system, which are changed into D , the relativistic codes of four-digit systemgi

after differential encoding.

Table 1

According to the correspondent relation between natural codes and cyclic codes in
Table 1, we have:

(1)

(1) shows the transformational relation of natural codes and cyclic codes from each other.
On the basis of Table 1 we can have the 4 DPSK formation system of natural codes and
the cyclic ones, shown in.Figure 1.

Figure 1



According to the transformation between natural codes and cyclic ones, not only 4 DPSK
system of cyclic codes can be formed by using the modulatory modus for natural codes,
but also 4DPSK system of natural codes can be formed by using the modulatory modus
for cyclic codes. For example, the system related to Fig.1(b) can replaced by the system
shown in Fig.2.

Figure 2

And from Table 1 we have:

(1')

In Fig.1 (a) the modulator of natural codes refers to absolute phase-shifting of differential
natural codes against carriers, after which wave-modulated 4 DPSK of natural codes is
received from output:

(2)

From (1') and (2) we have:

(3)

On the same account we have:

(4)



Following (3), the correspondent relation between the input dibit code elements and the
output dibit code elements over through the diffence encoder of natural codes can be
found as:

Due to the same consideration

If the three preceding formulas are integrated into (3), the following will be obtained:

Here the left A  and B   both are binary numerals. In order to equalize the coefficients over'  '
i  i

the equality above before weighting, the right-hand mod-4 addition in the two brackets are
to be changed into mod-2 addition, which refers to binary numerals. But after mod-4
addition being changed into mod-2 addition, if the sum of lower bit is more than 1, it is
necessary to be carried into the next upper bit position. It follows:

(5)

and the logic circuit of difference encoder of natural codes is gained from (5), for we can
transform (5) into the following:

(6)

(6) is the logical form for the diffference decoder of natural codes, from which we have
the circuit structure of differential decoding as follows:

Figure 3 Defference Decoder of Natural Codes



Taking the analyses above into account, the logical forms of difference decoder of cyclic
codes can be expressed as follows:

(7)

(8)

3. Analyses and Calculation on Error Propagtion

The specific function of difference decoding causes errors of an input sequence at
any digit to propagate to any other digit of an output sequence. The error propagation is
conformed to error patterns of the input sequence, and different error patterns suggest
different error propagation. To simplify our discussion let suppose that the error
probability of two independent input sequences {A } and {B } are drawn as P =P =P,'   '     '  '

i   i     Ai  Bi

then usually there will be two kinds of errors: or the randon error or the burst error. As for
the error pattern, it can induced as: One-digit successive errors in a number of n, two-digit
succesive errors, n-digit successive errors. Supposing that D , D ,þ,D  are the error1  2 k

number of all kinds in the output sequence {A } or {B }, formed after differentiali   i

decoding of the input sequence with such error patterns {A } or {B }, the error probability'   '
i   i

of the output is expressed as

(9)

Here P  is the probability of K-digit successive errors in any input sequence, andk

(10)

Now, using (9) and (10), we shall calculate the error probability of the differential decoder
of cyclic codes, shown in Fig.1(b), and the error probability of the differential decoder of
natural codes plus natural-cyclic translation, shown in Fig.2. First let solve the error
probability of Fig.2's decoder. The principle framework can be shown as in Fig.4.

Figure 4



Following (6) and (1), we have:

(11)
(12)

(11) and (12) are the logically related forms for the differential decoder of natural codes
plus natural-cyclic translation. Calculation of the error probability in the process of code
translation can be arranged in the following way: The first step is to evaluate P ; theAg

second step is evaluate P ; the last step is to evaluate the average error probability ofBg

each code element in the output sequence.
The first step: On the basis of the logically related form for decoding (11):

and let:

then (13)

(13) implies that since X  = ArA  and the error probability of {x } sequence is ini  i i-1      i
' '

conformity with the error pattern of {A } sequence, A  can be regarded as code'
i   gi

translation of the simplified mod-2 addition of X  and Y . Consequently, P  and P  can bei  i   xi  yi

evaluated respectively as follows, with '0' referring to the error-free code elements and 'X'
to the error code elements:

{A } sequence with an error at one digit 0 X  0'
i

{A } 0 X 0'
i-1

The propagation of {X } X Xi

{A } sequence with succesive errors at two digits 0 X X 0'
i

{A } 0 X X 0'
i-1

The propagation X 0 X
All explanation performances above show:

D  = 2; P  = (1-P)  @ P2   2
2  2

On the analogy of the device, D  = 2, P  = (1-P)  @ P  can be reckoned up when {A }n   n          i
2  2

sequence has succesive errors in a number of n. Giving coordination of the results above
to (9), we have:



Here when n>>1,

P  = 2P - 2P  (14)xi

and because the channel error probability P<<1, (14) is proximately:

P  = 2P (15)xi

In the meanwhile (14) indicates that the output error probability is nearly doubled after the
simplified mod-2 additional operation and differential decoding.

Next we are to turn out the value of P . It is necessary to have some operations foryi

code translation as Y  = B  B . Because B  = BrB , accordingly,i  i i-1   i  i i-1
'     ' '

(16)

In particular, the phenomena about errors of B'  and B  giving errors to Y  are displayedi  i-1    i
'

in Table 2, here Y  means Y  with errors:i  i

Table 2
It seems that in Table 2 there are two kinds of condition which are accountable for Yi

having errors, first, if  B&'  and B  both fall into errors, the identity of B&'  with B  givesi-1  i-1        i  i-1
'           '

errors to Y ; second, if either B&'  or B  falls into errors, the equality of right B&'  or B  to 1i     i  i-1        i  i-1
'           '

gives errors to Y . Except what mentioned above, in any other case, Y  will not meet with'
i          i

errors. Hence, the evaluation step is as clear as follows. It is seen from (9) the key point is
to evaluate D  when sequence {B } has different kinds of error code length n. The way ton   i

'

evaluate D  is: first,supposing n to be a specialized value, there will, be 2  kinds of suchn
n

errors, each of which has 2  probability of occurence. Then from the analysis of two-n

conditions to give errors to Y  mentioned above, it is able to calculate the digit number ofi



error codes in each case, and it is required to have statistical mean under the
presupposition of equal probability.

When n= 1, the error form will be to [0 X 0], and each code position seems to have
two kind of value, that is '0' and '1'. As a consequence, there will be 2  = 8 kind of3

possible combinations, each of which meet the probability of 1/8. First, we should seek
for the digit number in Y  in these 8 combinations, then for the statistical mean, throughi

which D  is obtained. In table 3 there are 6 kinds of the combinations where B&'  and Bi              i  i-1
'

give errors to Y  in the condition of n= 1:i

Table 3

From Table 3 we have the statistical mean value of D :i

When n = 2, the error form displays as to [0 X X 0], where exist 2  = 16 combinations,2

each of which meet its probability of 1 / 16. Using the similar method as we have in the
condition of n = 1, it is possible to evaluate the statistical mean value of D , which is the2

result of the error propagation in 16 combinations. for example:

It is clear that in the combination of ( 0, 0, 0, 0) the number of error codes D  = 1. By2

using the method of same kind we can find out the number of errror coeds, which the
other 15 combinations give to Y . Thus, the statistical mean value for D  is:i        2



When n= 3, the errors give a form as [0 X X X 0], where exist 2  = 32 combinations, each5

owhich meets the opportunity of occurence with the probability of 1 / 32. Keeping on
with the same procesure we get the statistical mean value for D ,3

D  = 2.523

From the reasoning and calculating above it is seen that D , which refers to the result errorn

propagation of {Y }, has a little increase with the increase of successive-error digit ini

{B&' }, and P , related to n-digit successive errors, will be decreased sharply by P  with thei   n
n

increase of n. Consequently, (9) can be expressed proximately as:

P  =D P  + D P .P(1-P)  + P (1-P)  X 1.44 = P-0.5P (17)yi 1 1  2 2
2  2 2    2

From (13) it is known:
A  = x  + ygi  i  i

P  = P(X  Y&  ) + P(X&  Y ) = 3P-3.5P  + 2PAg  i i   i i
2  3

Because    P<<1,  P  = 3PAg

Then we inquire for P : (12) should be further simplified as:Bg

B  = (ArA )r(B&'  @ B  B +B&'  B&' @ B )gi  i i-1 i  i i-1 i i-1  i
' '   ' '   '

= (ArA )r(B&'  @ B (18)' '   '
i i-1 i-1  i

Making a comparison between (18) and (13), the first half part is identified completely,
but the second half part is in a different order: in (13) is put as B&'  @ B , in (18) is put asi  i-1

'

B&'  @ B . Reasonably, the value of the error codes amounts to each other equally betweeni-1  i
'

(18) and (13). Therefore, we have:

P  = P  = 3 P (19)Bg  Ag

and the statistical average value of P  and P  is the average probability of error codes inBg  Ag

the output sequence.

P  =(3P + 3P) / 2 = 3P (20)e

Now we are to calculate the error probability of the differential decoder of cyclic codes.
With the operative principle of the differential decoder of natural codes, given in (7)

and (8), it seems that in the sequences {A } and {B } we have an equal error probability,gi   gi

whether A' rB'  is equal to '0' or to '1'. And from (14) we know:g(I-1) g(i--1)



P  = B  = 2P - 2p  = 2P      (P<<1)Ag  Bg
2

Thus, in the output sequence of the differential decoder of cyclic codes, each code
element has such an everage error probability as

P  = 2P (21)e

Conclusively speaking, from the analyses we can see that the differential decoder of cyclic
codes has a favourable performance in the aspect of error propagation.
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